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User Interface: 11.1v2 - Foundry Nuke Studio v11.1.0 v2_6_1. The workflow has been changed. For a full list of changes, view
the Release Notes. Résumé: Nuke is both a foundation for and a node in the Foundry Nuke FX Compositing and VFX
workflow. Nuke is the mainstay of many Creative Cloud (CC) produced films, TV shows, and games. As a powerful, flexible,
cross-platform tool, Nuke provides a complete, easy-to-use compositing, animation, and rendering environment. Here are the
most popular options for your version of Nuke: Nuke 11.0 • Ability to import still photos as source frames or use the
Animation, Motion Tracking, Tracking, and Keying tools to track and track/key in moving photos.• Ability to import, resize,
and track/key frames from multiple still photos at once, or using the size and alignment tools.• Ability to import and work with
still photos as camera positions or as virtual camera positions for tracking purposes.• Ability to attach light sources to the
camera track for cloth simulation.• Ability to attach and use camera volumetric effects.• Ability to animate and morph
transparent motion graphics elements into camera positions or camera pans, zooms, and dollies using the Morph tool.• Ability to
move elements from one Nuke scene to another with the Import Tool.• Ability to render out a complete frame for use as a
source image.• Ability to render out two frames and use them as animation layers.• Ability to render out a frame and import it
into another Nuke scene for use as a multi-layer image.• Ability to render out all layers and automatically export for use in After
Effects as an AE comp.• Ability to render out a full out-of-camera comp (composite, matte, and keying) that can be used as a
track matte.• Ability to render out a composited comp in a TV compositing friendly format and view it in After Effects.•
Ability to do stereo 3D work.• Ability to do multi-camera stereo 3D work with ability to do horizontal and vertical camera rigs,
auto correct for the vertical offset and/or rotation and ability to change the offset and rotation manually.• Ability to extend the
Nuke Interface to the 3D tracker.• Ability to play with all possible trackers of the 3D tracker
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Field of the Invention The present invention generally relates to a coaxial connector, and in particular, to a coaxial connector
having a strain relief function. 2. The Related Art Electrical connectors are widely used in electrical wires. 570a42141b
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